Managing Your Business

Applied Underwriter
is the leading software
for insurers to access
the largest network
of brokers.

Communicating seamlessly via web services with
Applied Relay’s suite of distribution and back-office
broker solutions, Applied Underwriter offers a high
level of control, supporting all aspects of the
insurance lifecycle.

Enables your
business to
• Seamlessly access the
largest network of Ireland’s
general insurance brokers.

Applied Underwriter offers a unified solution for managing the full
spectrum of insurance processes end-to-end, including policy issue,
billing, service and premium accounting.

• Expedite submission
processing and accelerate
time to market.

The application also supports a high level of interoperability with

• Automate quote turn-around
and lower cost.

a range of Microsoft and other third-party products and provides
users at all levels with the tools they need to be productive. Offering
seamless access to the largest network of Ireland’s general insurance
brokers, Applied Underwriter enables new products to be launched
quickly and with a high level of underwriting control.

Applied Underwriter’s real-time acceptance and
the ability to link Polaris from a rating
perspective is superb.
Simon Richards, Managing Director, Footprint Underwriting

• Enable new products to be
launched quickly with a high
level of underwriting control.
• Easily manage
documentation and
automatically index
outgoing documents and
correspondence.

Core Capabilities

Account reconciliation
Automated broker statement reconciliation; single entry for client, broker

Advanced reporting

More than 95 percent
of the leading insurers’
business is bound
via Applied

including Loss Ratio by Product/Agent, Claims Analysis, Triangulation
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and company transactions; client premium account tracker; rich financial
reporting, including daily cashbook and cash allocation analysis.

Data and Carrier Bordereau. All data is exportable to Excel for further
interpretation by third-party reporting tools.
Why Applied?
Broker management

Applied Systems is the leading

Seamless integration with Applied’s broker network provides full channel

global provider of cloud-based

sales, distribution, accounting, claims, account reconciliation and policy

software that powers the business

administration capability for end-to-end broker relationship management.
Claims
Support all lines of business with a comprehensive claims ledger and manage
claim reserves through to settlement with full reporting capability. Easily
configure and maintain claim forms and code lists to meet individual needs
Document management
Automate indexing and storage of all outgoing documents and

of insurance.
Recognised as a pioneer in
insurance automation and the
innovation leader, Applied is the
world’s largest provider of broker
management systems, serving
customers throughout the United
States, Canada, the Republic of
Ireland, and the United Kingdom.

correspondence. Retrieve documents with ease against client, policy account
or claim, as well as accept secure document delivery via eDoc exchange.
Dynamic rating engine
Maintain, update and deploy rates in real-time while creating, changing
and effecting new policy wordings with ease. Complete policy fulfilment at
the point of sale via both desktop and web applications, as well as asses lost
business through detailed profiling to provide a full audit of all risks quotes.
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